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IOC Officials Announced j
Shauna Lynch Chairperson
By Pal Behmer
As a result o[ last Monday

Schedule of Events

night's IOC elections, retiring
Alan BalderelJi announced that
tmopposed Shatma Lynch will replace him as chairperson of the
group. Shauna, a junior, helped
to initiate and organize the Mardi
Gras Weekend.
John Moore was elected vice chairperson over Bob Kirkeby
and Jan Tuten was named
treasurer over Juliann Marko.
The new Secretary , Laurie
Rtmzo, was also unopposed.
rn a post - eJection interview,
Alan said he would like to see the
IOC "strive for improved relations with the Student Union.'' He
finds it dissappointing that there
is not more organizational cooperation between the Student
Union and IOC in the scheduling
of events.
Also, Alan would like the IOC to
find more ways of raising revenue rather than relying on
mixers. Although there was a
lack of new ideas for providing
revenue, AI rapidJy fotmd "a
wealth of members' cooperating

Thursdal', February 26
Carnival Nite
Special Dinner in the cafeteria.
Friday, February 27
9:00 Beer Mixer Featuring "Jasper" in the gym .75 with
fee card, $1.50 without Start or Dance Marathon in Gym
Saturday! February 28
l:oo a.m.-Marathon moves to Snack Bar Annex Music by
WUJC
9:00p.m. Sadie Hawkins Dance in the Snack Bar Annex
-girls ask the guys
-$1.00 with fee cardr $1.50 without
..auire ja casual

Complex Task

-beer

-Music by ..Blue Velvet"
Casino Nlte in the Snack Bar
-gamble for prizes or beer
Prizes and Games
-put your favorite "enemy" in the "jail" for a quarter
Keystone Cops
sundat 1:oo
End o Marathon
-First place couple wins over $100 in gift certificates
I

Shauna Lynch, Director of Mardi Gras, said, "This
Mardi Gras celebration marks a flrst at JCU. Through
the IOC, over 20 organizations have donated their time
and enthusiasm to make this weekend a success in a
spirit of true cooperation."
Shauna and Tim lacofano, co-directors, believe that
organizations here can "work together to provide entertainment for the Whole campus and not just for their
own personal benefit.''

Herald Vice-President
Because of an error in the 23 and 24. Results of this election
original primary election ballot, were Rob Herald 317, John Naso
general elections for vice-presi- 236.
dent were delayed tmtil Februa,ry

Correction

)

The issue of February 20 carried an article on page 1 describing the search for the graduate
dean. There were two errors of
fact in the first paragraph:
The Search Committee consists
of seven members. all of whom
were named in a subsequent
P'!ragraph.
'More significantly, il was
stated that this committee will
make the final selection. The
work of the Sear!!h Committee
ceased on January 31. Tbe five
persons recommended by this
committee wiU be interviewed by
the vice-presidents and deans,
and Fr. Birkenhauer. Taking
into account administrative
recommendations, the President
of the university will make the
final choice.

and donating time for any IOC mixers, Mardi Gras weekend and
the approval of the new Irish
function. "
Enforcement of the IOC Club, Theta Kappa and Fleur-delegislation is another problem. Lis charters.
Presently a review committee is
Alan would like the IOC to
evaluating organizational char- "develop to the point where it will
ters to determine if they are ful· be equal to the Student Union";
filling their service intended he feels the IOC "has the potential to succeed but needs the
services
An added element of IOC opportunity to prove itseU in
ineffectiveness is lack of large scale activities."
membership attendance at meetIngs to constitute a quorum. A bill
passed Monday night makes it
optional for the four classes, all
honorary organizations, SCAP,
the Carroll News, Carroll Quarterly and Carillon to send a representative. Alan explains that
some of the honorary organizations are more prestigious than
active. Their failure to attend
meetings makes voting on busi·
ness with a quorum difficult.
Alan cited "the development of
the IOC into a more stable
organizatioQ during its second
year of existence" as a major
accomplishment of his administration. Activities include:
Stroh's Day last SeptemLer, four
Shauna lynch

ByJimReho

.Question: what can drink three
cases of Budweiser, two cases of
Miller Lite, a fifth of tequila, a
quart of Chivas Regal, and a fifth
of Jack Daniels in a single evening'? The answer: a rock group
and its crew. All the above beverages were provided for the Elvin
Bishop group tmder the terms of
their contract for last Sunday's
concert. Also r«juested in the
same "rider clause" were six
fresh limes and a paring knife.
Hal Becker, the Director of
Events for the Student Union, is
the man responsible £or keeping
the visiting groups happy. His
duties include the booking of all
campus rock concerts. "To book
a concert, you first ca!J an
agency and find out what they
have listed. For this school, we
only have certain dates to work

with, only weekends this year.
According to the money we have
to spend, I seewhatis available."
After making his decision concerning which group or groups he
wants, Becker talks to the Union
president and treasw-er and finds
out how much money can be
allocated for the event. He then
submits a bid for the group's services. "If the agency accepts the
bid, they send you contracts,
about 25 pages apiece. You sign
them. they send them back, and
you begin advertising." explains
Becker. The all- important contract specifies the conditions that
must be met for the group to perform: the sound and light systems, secw-ity procedures, and
other details.
The cancellation of the Marshall Tucker band £rom the last
concert (their lead guitarist
contracted pneumonia) posed

considerable problema for
Becker. These were compoWlded
when a truck containing rented
sotmd equipment caught on fire.
"I called Cameron sound Saturday night just to make sw-e
everything was all right. They
said, 'Didn't you know th&t the
truck had a fire'? They can't
make it.' "
Sunday morning, Becker
managed to locate another sotmd
system, preventing cancellation
of the concert.
Despite the hard work and the
trials, Becker likes his job. "I
like it because I learn a lot" hecomments. "It's helped me grow
quite a bit, and I've met many
people. Monetarily, it's not worth
it (he is not paid), but in terms of
growing up inside and learning
about the world. it's one of the
best things that ever happened to
me."
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Cummings: ''Thanks
for:- the Memories''

By Rob Cummings
Union President
This is not the time or place to judge achievement or
failures; other people are better qualified to do that. What is
appropriate is to discuss things I've learned. The list is endless. I am still learning. And some of this is due to the unique
position I have occupied and enjoyed.
The success or failure of the Union of any year depends on
whether it really is a "students' union U it is not, meaning if
a large number and wide variety of students aren't active in it,
the best leadership in the world will not bail it out. True, the
president is responsible to start the ball rolling. But after that
he and his fellow officers need to be criticized, cajoled, bugged
and sometimes even encouraged and supported. Anything
less, and you'll see a stagnant Union.
It is beca~e there is interest on your part that the Union Is in
better shape than most people realize. No other colleg~ in
Cleveland has concerts to compare to ours. No other school
has as smooth an election procedure, or as organized a system
of government. This is due solely to the involvement of enough
people to make our system work.
Just as the Union officers need constant contact with
students, so do the university administrators. It has been the
major disappointment of this past year to find that a friendly,
open dialogue with the administration is not enough to bring
about needed changes. As has been mentioned before, this is a
traditional, conservative school. Sometimes dangerously so.
The student body, through their UniQn, bas to go out and get
the changes they want. Very little will be given to them.
There is a very strong urge to get sentimental here, which I
will resisll 've tried to mmy best, and I hope it's been enough.
As my pal says, "Thanks for the memories."
1975- '76 Student

The Correlation Between
Mind and Body
ByOaaauta
YW
Mlk\!c~Madlitt8edflltlealatllly. 'ftdals due
to too much academia CI just rooenUy pW'chased my second highlight·
er) and too little exercise. Skeptics of a direct correlation between
mental alertness and physical health - ponder the following.
Certainly not an issue, but a matter of concern in the '76 presidential
race, is the health cl the candidates. Nothing conclusive, but Hugh
Sidey of Time Magazine claims there is a link between how a president
feels and how be decides.
When Dwight Eisenhower was out with a heart attack, his Administration pretty much marked time. Some insist he never regained his
Interest In governing after his hospital stay, and many of today's problems began to incubate dUring that time of indifference.
President Kennedy met with Nlkita Khrushchev in 1961 with an ail·
\ng back. A few of his aides who helped him in and out of hot baths
wondered about his ability to debate Khrushchev. During the Cuban
Mis.'ille Crisis, Kennedy insisted on an hour's nap and hot packs each
afternoon. remarking that the worst thing he could do was to get too
tired and lose his judgement.
Bill Moyers, former aide of Lyndon Johnson, says the four months
following LBJ's gall bladder operation in 1965 was chatacterized by
Urnes of depression, mental flatness, and uncommon anger at the
press. His decisions about the VietNam war and how much to tell people became distorted.
In Richard Nixon's last year in office, the pressures of Watergate
deprived him of sleep. More and more is learned about his fantasizing
to startled Congressmen over his ability to start a nuclear war with in
minutes.
Is there a lesson to be teamed? Granted college students are not
plagued with middle-age health problems and the pressures of the
presidency, but college life is very demanding due to a variety of mental s~o;es. A neglected body leads to a sluggish mind.
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---Letters to tire Editor--Band
Expenditures
Justified
To tb~ Editor:
The recent opinion column on
the Band which appeared in the
Feb. 20 issue of the Carroll News
annoyed me. The aesthetic
cootributioo of tbe Baud. t.o tbe
university far outweighs Its cost.
Conway's remarks about decimal points being in the wrong
places evinced a lack of know·
ledge of the current standard of
living. Does he really expect a
professional to direct a college
band at $3.00.hr.
One hour spent in band instruction and directing represents
several hours of specific
preparation, long hours of practice, and a me-tong devotion to
music. A director is paid not just
for the hours spent teaching, but
also for the knowledge and experience he or she brings to a
group. If the University expects
quality directorship, it has to pay
the price.
One of the major purposes of
the Band tours is recruitment.
The Band reaches high ·school
students who have never heard of
John Carroll. It can cause
students to consider attending
the college. The Band's tour
expenditures are justified.
Band membership at present
may not be at a peak, but cutting
funds is no way to increase it.
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Conway's campaign against then how could they ever find
"so much money being spen· time to organize themselves.
t...one one man who spends so Who could lead such a group? I
little time" strikes me as being don't even think O.J. would take
remarkably peculiar. Someone a crack at that. So fear not, anarwho was not particularly fond of chy is not at hand.
progressive music might point
l guess it was just another
out with the same perverted logic crazy thought I had. It is just that
which Conway uses that JCU political apathy in colle~e
spends an inordinate amount of students scares me. The silent
money on a radio station that monstrasity is a complete myscannot be heard as far as the tery. What do they tlunk, what do
parking lol People wbo live in they do, wbat do they believe in?
g!B$S Gra~ltf towers shouldn't Wema
~
throw stones.
Sincerely,
The importance of the Band as
Dennis J. Lane
a campus organization is great.
Band concerts aore invariably
good. The talent of the individual
musicians is admirable. The
director and Band members de- To the Editor:
serve praise, appreciation, and
This letter is written by the
encouragement rather than petty work force of the Physical Plant
penny- pinching Philistine back - Department. We would like to put
biting.
forth our views in regard to some
Janet Opaskar of the problems facing all of us
here at John Carroll University.
First of all OW' problems are just
that, ''Our Problems", not the
students, nor the Faculty's nor
To the Editor:
It's simply amazing, to think the Staff's But our problems. aU
that in this Watergate generation of us. Lets put some labels on
of college students who, for all in- some of them, we are after all a
tents and purposes, should be microcosm of the larger society
politically aware, that onJy about just outside of Our University.
800 out of 3,000 students vQted in And the problems that beset us,
are the problems that beset
the Union elections.
·
Amazing! I wonder who those society at large.
2,200 students are. Some claim
(1) Lack of Communication
that they are baggers and every(2) Lack of Understanding.
one knows that baggers don't
(3) Frustration, when we can't
care about the Student Union,
right? Well if that's true then the find ready solution
(4) Respect for Property
number of voting students would
(5) Self Dicioline
at least have been 1,000 since
Lets examine these labels one
that·s approximately how many
by one.
students live on campus. Okay,
(1) Communication, much time
forget the bagger theory. Apparently there must be a bagger and effort is expended in looking
underground operating inside the for where the repair problem is.
We receive work orders with no
dorms.
The implications are frighten· room number or specific location
ing. Imagine what would happen of needed repairs.
(2> Lack of Understanding, an
if those 2,200 students organized
and formed their own Student unwillingness to see the other
Union. Which one would the side of the problem. When we say
powers that be recognize as the that a needed piece of equipment
true Student Union? I'm afraid or material is on order we mean
the old regime would be totally just that. We can not get prompt
delivery on aU we request, and
out-numbered.
Don't worry Ed, I really don't indeed some time we cannot get
think you have fears. The very delivery at all. <for instance the
thought of those 2,200 students bell ringers in our fire alarm we
getting organized is totally ab- have to manufacture oW'selves;
surd. If they cannot even take very time consuming>. Also some
<continued on pg. 3)
five minutes to fill out a ballot,

Physical Plant
Retaliates

Bagger Union?

Pagel
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Who is Jimmy Carter?
By Owen J. Dougherty
By now we all know Jimmy Carter, the folksy former Governor or Georgia, with the pearl-handled
toothy grin, is the winner of the New Hampshtre pnmary and the early democratic frontrunner. Carter's popularity is based on deep commitment from
an expanding band of grass roots followers.

Friday, March 5
Begun Seminar on Violence and Aggression. First of three
lectures Jardine Room, 7:00 Dr Mark Savickas, "Violence
and Esthetic Preferences."
ThW'Sday, March 18.
The Boston Flamenro Ballet will perform "Flamenco Bullfight" at 8: 15 p.m. m Kulas Auditorium. Admission is $1.50 for
students.
Saturday, March 20
World Trade Forum, U.S., U.S.S.R. and the Common Market,
Dr. Herbert Levine, Uruversity of Pennsylvania, 10 a.m. - 2
p.m., O'Dea Room
Sunday, March 21.
Student Union Movie, " Three Musketeers," 7:30p .m., Kulas
Aud .. $1.50.
Monday, March 22.
Orienta) Print Sale, Marson Gallery, <one day only>, 10 a.m.5 p.m., Fine Arts Gallery.

He implores his "'dde eyed audience to write to him
personally because he opens all his own mail, a bold
face falsehood
Carter is dynamic and determmed but he is not
the "Enlightened Southerner" some Northern llbe·
rals believe. He staunchly supported Nixon's conduct of the Viet-Nam war and touted George Wallace for the democratic vice-presidential nomination in 1972. Carter is against busing and opposed fe·
deral aid to New York City. Carter is not the nonpo)ltician fraught with down home sincerity. be is a
ruthless politico who has flip-flopped on abortion in
order to win support in an expedient fashion in
Iowa.

Jimmy Carter never tells his audiences what he
will do for them; he asks them to give him their
support and they respond. His anti-Washington
naivete bas been carefully studied and cultivated.
He intersperses talk of love, compassion, and integrity within his speeches. Rather than provoking
revulsion among his constituents through his country preacher cornpone, complete with southern
drawl ; he bas converted many idealists to his
Carter has been described as a cross between
crusades.
Carter won in New Hamphire on his only asset, honestAbeLinrolnandcharismaticJohnKennedy,
w~ has arrived on a white hor~ to t;ake hero · worhis personality, not his record. He has the slickest
media advisors in the business. Carter's television
commercials portray him ensconced in conversadislllu- •.
tion with blacks, at a country fair, at a supermarket, and kneeling in the Georgia soil fondling
By Joan Henninger
peanuts. Even the upstanding Yankees of New nor's office by slandering his opponent and running
Art councils of Cleveland comHampshire had their minds molested by Carter's on a platform which made Lester Maddox look like
munities provide area artists
media blitz. Carter talked issues in his television a leftist radical.
with an opportunity to display
spots. He has been the most explicit of any of the
Jimmy Carter did reorganize the state govern- their works.
candidates in dealing with money management.
ment, he did bring women and blacks into governThe Beachwood Arts Council
The complex economic ideas in the Carter rom- ment. He did institute new health, education, and recently held an exhibit of diver·
mercials won him a lion's share of blue collar anri consumer programs but not on the gargantuan sified Cleveland artists, includconservative voters. Carter is not the humble child scale he proclaims on the campaign trail. Carter lng Florian Lawton, Robert
has ma~e his tenure as Governor a utopian legend. Leassig, and Martin Linsey.
of the "Waltons" which he purports to be. .
Carter 1s a master of the expedient; be is a romThe purpose or the exhibit was
Carter decided to run for President two years into promised man. Carter bas tried to represent all to raise money to finance the
his term as Governor of <korgia in 1972. Carter may things to all voters; he is a Northern liberal at New renovation of the former City
not be a liar about his record as Governor, he rould York cocktail parties and a conservative Southern Hall, a Bicentennial project for
be a victim of amnesia. He may not be the great democrat sharing the dais with Wallace. As one the community.
deceiver of 1976, but he rould be the great equivoca- examines his record, Carter's smile appears a bit
Watercolors depicting natun>
tor. It is an astounding political phenomenon that forced, his hungry eyes seem to lust for the Presi- and its simple beauty are indicaCarter could come as far as be has in the wake of dency. If democrats vote responsibly, his shooting live of the styles of Laessig and
Watergate now that aU politicians are suspect. Car- star will tarnish and fade from the political horizon Lawton. The artists are increasingly coming into demand
ter says he is a nuclear physicist, which he is not. of 1976.

Art cOUDCI.S A•ld ArtiStS
•
1
Provl·de Stage For Works

s~::: :e:~:: :~P:I:~n~::· and
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By Carol Mendota
Many college students, faced
with the prospect of no job after
finishing an expensive education,
are questioning the worth of that
four year experience.
Economic analysis of higher
educational trends or the 20th
century include a relative
decline in the number of students
moving into colleges and universities. Those who attend college
now and in the future can expect
less in the way of material rewards and job opportunities from
doing so, as society as a whole
gains less from its overall investment in higher education.

After the era of the early sixties, when men of the stature of
Theodore Sch~ltz of the University of Chicago argued for the
importance of education to increase the economic growth of
the individual, the late sixties
realized that there were more
Ph.D .s being created than the
future had any use for. Seeing tbe
decline of economic prospects,
Change magazine, September,
1975, carr ied an article "The
Declining Value of College
Going," by economist Richard
Freeman and former university
president and present MIT
professor of engineering, J. Her-

- Letters to the Editor(continued from pg.

2)

repairs require an outside contractor, these people are hard to
get when we need them, and we
must fit our schedule to theirs.
Also we have a U the buildings on
this campus to maintain not just
the Dorms. Much time is expended in preventive maintenance, an absolute necessity if
we are to r emain open at all.
3-4 - and 5 are all closely
related, and perhaps the most
serious of all our problems, at
least from our point Qf view. We
certainly understand frustration
but I think most of us can see,
that destruction or property, in
frustration for problerRs not corrected merely add to our repair
needs and a re a poor way to get
your message across. Fifty percent of our time is used for such
things as replacing broken glass,
stolen mirrors, kicked in door s,
broken locks, sinks torn from
walls, panic hardware torn off
doors, light bulbs shattered,

shower heads and faucets torn
off. Our plumber spends much
time removing
cans, sanitary napkins, paper towels, from
plugged toilets. If this type of
vanda lism we re stopped we
would have no trouble keeping up
with nor mal breakdowns and
normal wear. But we cannot stop
anyone from destroying something unless we catch the few in
our society that are the wreckers.
This is something the citizens of
our society must stop. Our
~ounds crew spend most of their
time picki ng up garbage from a ll
over the campus, they cannot be
much concerned with maintaining plants and shrubs when so
much of tbeir time is consumed
in basic clean up.
All these problems can be
solved if we work together to find
positive solutions. Please help us
to help you.
Thank you for
your cooperation,
Physical P lant Staff

near

ber Rollman.
There is some tendency to view
the educational experience i!l, the
light of what return it wiU later
afford the individual. According
to Howard Howe II, vice president of the Division of Education
and Research of lbe Ford
F01mdation, the return students
receive on their college education
has declined from 11 percent in
1969 to 8 percent in 1974, although
this is still a larger return than if
it were made in other investments. There still appears to be a
need to realize the other valuable
motivations for continuing one's
education besides greed.
It is not objectionable for a
rollege education to be practical
in the sense that it prepares a
person for engineering or business or some other line of work
that leads directly to a career.
But other motivations must be
realized to offset the danger for
the individual and society as a
whole in overplaying the eco·
nomic arguments a bout higher
education and allowing these
arguments alone to control the
future.
Economic analysis should
almost never be the main consideration
deciding
to do
about any inlarge
and what
important
problem although it should make
a contribution to such decisions.
It is much better for helping with
decisions about how to efficiently
accomplish those things which
have been decided for more
important reasons than the cost.
Two major considerations that
are neglected in economic analysis because they are hard to
measure are contributions to the
personal lives of the individuals
and to their lives as active citizens.

A person's personal attitudes,
appreciations, and understandings are greatly enhanced
by opportunities that are often
only available in the years of
higher schooling. College can be
a time. t9 learn ~o appreciate
those things which one would not
ordinarily become Involved in
after having the responsibility of
a job and family. There is nothing
wrong with a person pursuing
more education just to satisfy
their curiosity, even though they
may not need it on the job.
We are all mem bers of a rommunity and society, a nd can't
help being a citizen of a country,

Quarterly
The Carroll Quarterly is now
accepting contributions of
poetry, prose, drawings, and
photographs until March 5.

•

by collectors and museums.
Pottery and earthenware are
quickly moving from crafts to
unique forms of art. Punch
bowls, vases,and sculpture highlighted the selection.
Modern sculpture was represented by the works of Ed
Carome. His large silicone- filled
drip box provided many of the
viewers with moments of lascination.
The importance of local artists
is rarely realized within the community. Exhibits by various
councils and those sponsored by
NOVA encourage these artists to
express themselves and reflect
the communities in which they
live.

having responsibilities connected
to it. The classic argument Cor
education has been that democracy will function best if its citizens understand the issues that
confront them According to
pollsters and political scientists,·
citizens who are better educated
are more exposed to the news,
more likely to have current political information, and most likely
to particpate in civic activities.
The invesbnent of personal and
public funds is as justified for the
development of a personal and
civic attributes as it is for economic, if we ronsider what
people learn in C()}lege for their
personal a nd civic~- It may be
considerably more im portant
than wha t they learn to create
earnings, although we can't
Isolate and assign dollar values
on these areas, or even determine what a person actually
learns in college, let alone decide
on its exact worth.
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Begun Seminars
Explore Violence
Ry Da vid W. Schultz
Tony Adamo
If anyone thought that those
yearly Jardine Room seminars
on violence would have exhausted their topic by now, guess
again.
Millionaire humanitaria ns Dr.
and Mrs. Joseph Begun. sponsors
or the annual seminars, have
come up with yet another angle.
After recruiting a ll the ordained
experts on violence, sociologiSts,
,. psychologists, crim inologists,
and cops, to lecture in their
series. the Beguns have gone the
other way.
Beca I.LSe of the great success of
the Begun Seminars. they have
established the Begun Institute
for studies of Violence and
Aggression. The ultimate goal of
the Institute is the reduction and
prevention of violence m our
S«iety.
An important aspect of the Begun Ins titute's philosophy Is that
violence is not inevita ble but
through knowledge, education,
and involvement. its occurence
can be controlled a nd reduced.
Under the direction of Dr
Thomas Evans of the psychology
department, who incidenta lly
holds a black belt in karate, this
year·s seminar is a pproaching
violence from the cultural perspective. The speakers tbis Ume
will all be J C.U. faculty mem·
bers . who know relatively
oothq aboul violence. But. wail ,
.......,."'"""'_..~ ~ ., lt eatclt.
Dr. Mark Sav•k•s of counseling,
who opens the series on March 5
with his Violence and Esthetic
Preferences," will try to show
how people's taste in art and
color scheme has a direct relation to how violent they are.
Dr Richard Clancey of the
English department is going to
present a logical explanation for
so much violence in Shakespeare.
He will show that Shakespeare
was not a sadist and that there is
a dramatic function served at the
end or his great tragedies beyond
mere catharsis - when, after all
the sword fighting a heap of
corpses are piled up on the
stage.
Dr Jacqueline Schmidt of
speech -<:ommunicalions, in her
talk. Is lloing to let us in on non-

verbal and verbal strategies of
aggression. which means the age
old custom of pushing and insulting a chap before you hit him .
The program seeks to encourage public involvement and
participation in both the Institute
and in coping with the problems
of violence in our ~oc1ety . Along
these same lines, the department
of psychology is currenlly offering an Introductory course entitled "Theories of Violence and
Aggress1on," being taught by Dr
Evans
A more specialized course is
planned for the fall Semester,
1976, by the Department of Biol!)gy. The course will deal with
lhe biological and instinctual aspects of violence and a ggression.
The course will be taught by Dr.
McLean
The Beguns ar e c1vic minded,
sincere people. genuinely commit ted to com bating the prob·
lems or violence and aggression
in society through education and
public involvement.

Alumnus Ray Walston a s Colonel J .C. Kincaid, Play House
Richard Oberlin as
L.D. Alexander and Howard Renesland, Jr. as Skip Hampton in the Cleveland Play House
production of "The Last Meeting of the Knights of the White Magnolia" by Preston Jones.
Playing at the Cleve land Play House, Euchd - 77th Street Theatre from Feb. 27 to March
27 •

Gund foundation F11nds Media Study Here
Uy David w..Schultz .
1'!le big hype, m educat1on
durmg the s1xties was over
e~u ~a tional T .V. School a d mtrustrators thought the potential of the visual media to enrich
learning was immense and here·
tofore untapped
Suddenly aU over the country

sh?w they w_e re watching_ was and come back stronger tha n and will recommend changes
~mg staged hve_40,000 fe.et m the ever.
pertaining to staffing, the purrur aboard a flymg stud1o.
chase of new equipment the uses
~ edu~tors became disillu- . Was the educational T.V. ven- of media, and feasibility of
s1oned With the results of educa- lure a complete botch , never to establishing a media center.
tiona! T.V .. it was used less and be used again? Or was the idea
less. Eventually it was watched right and the executive wrong?
Visits will be made to other
merely as a classroom diversion To find out, the George Gund
campuses to observe their use of
during a space flight or a fter an Foundation of Cleveland bas
' ,.9f
and IOflhltlt\eated assass\naUon.
awarded J . .U . a $20,000 grant. shared WI o
r
ng
video tape systems were inToday at J .C.U., as in many
information
on
educationa
l
stalled in grade schools, high schools, television sets lie dusty
Dr. Klaus F ritsch, an associate
schools and universities ; a nd and uni.LSed, remnants of a mis· professor of physics, has been media programs.
millions of hapless students were directed era in education, while appointed to head a study of bow
subjected to learning science and teachers get their point across the educational media might best
If Dr. Fritsch's study bears
math by watchlng a small dimly using straight podium lectures support the university's teaching fruit, the day might yet come
lit black and white T.V. that was devoid of visual aids.
The programs . The study will try to when a student doesn't sloch
often filled with so much snow It tradition of pointer and chalk has find out how to intelligently use back and drop off to sleep wbile
was debatable whether it was a weathered the onslaught of T .V. existing audio-video equipment he is "enriched" with visual aids.
visual aid or visual plague.
Teachers soon discovered that
students weren't responding to
automated lectures and often fell
asleep while "the little man in the
By Pat Cassady
pepperoni pizza, is a treat for
Adding to this dining enjoybox" lectured away . Grade
and Randy 0' Amore
their patrons, along with their ment is the atmosphere of the
schoolers , especially, often
Not far £rom carnpi.LS there
most unique item, the Gross- dining area. The lights are
seemed more Interested in the
is a small Italian restaurant
burger Salad. The salad was dimmed to Set the mood for
mysterious airplane - presented
which has gracioi.LSiy served
named after a n old couple who pleasant dining and a nice
as symbol before each program ··
John Carroll and our comwere regular customers at La date.
that new somewhere overhead,
munity for six years.
Rich I. To accommodate their
Upon entering La Rich's, it
relaying the broadcast into their
Personally managed by the
requests, La Rich's created a is not unusual to be greeted
television, and thought that the
La Rich Family, from which it
mountain of lettuce and condi- with a smile from Mr. La
has taken its name, it is truly
ments, enough to feed four Rich, Kim's father. The cora family affair.
hungry people. This is an im· dial feeling which radiates
Kim La Rich was the
pressive sight for anyone who from l\.fr. La Rich is reflected
catalyst who brought a family
in his ....,,nl""'""""
to dine there.
dream into reality. The success of the restaurant brought
Mike, Kim's younger brother,
and his wife Pal into the busi·
. . . . . .

0

.

LaRich 's An Italian's Delight

ness.

PeJUUCCe Se'Wiu
March 3rd. - 3:30 pm.
in the
University Chapel

Atka wil lte di6hilrufecl a! flee
PM·SelaJiU - a! al HW&e6

Mike took over the management of La Rich I and Kim expanded the franchise to what
is known as La Rich II.. While
Mr. La Rich (Nick> continued
to serve as an overseer of the
entire operation. Both franchises have continued to grow
in popularity and success.
What does Kim La Rich
attribute to tile success of his
restaurant'? Fine Italian food,
a pleasant dining area and his
family's personal touch.
Wheft La Rich's first open• ed, they bad a few basic
·recipies from Eileen, Kim's
mother, tha t had long been favorites of the family. It was
not long until they became favorites of tbe community.
Their most oooular item .

KimLa
manager of La
aod Spaghe tti
House Is the man responsible for provldlog fiDe Italian
food tn the C arroll communltv.

nhntn hv J errY Koslckl

------------------------------

Campus Studs In Uproar
No More Coeds Next Year

Morono proposed a resolution
R~ Harrv Gau-zman
It seems that"Mr Gill Marsh is which gave the administration an

not the only one who is no longer
needed. Father Henry "Call me
Hank " Barkenbite announced
that after the end of this academic year the coeds will be
asked to leave. The administration feels that the gentlemen of
this school no longer need the
presence of the young ladies for
companionship and to comfort
them in their hour of need. Fr.
Barkenbite stated that the
University has developed its
counseling services to such a fine
degree that the girls are simply
no longer needed. The decision of
the University is undertandable,
since John Carroll is a traditional school and to allow the
girls to remain on Campus after
they have served their purpose,
would be in violation with tradition.
Brother Klutz, head hatchet
man for the Sociology Department was in favor of ridding John
Carroll of this excess baggage
and he said that, " A maladjusted
society begins with a maladjusted youth, ~erefore, in order
to insure a stable society all
unfavorable influences must be
eliminated from our educational
system. The only thing left to do
is to bring back mandatory
ROTC."
It was obvious that some
people were very happy about the
University's decision, least of all
was the outgoing ~resident or
vice Joe Morono. At a recenf
Student Disunion meeting, Mr.

ultimatum. In essence it said that
if the girls go so will the boys 1\11'
Morono's resolution gained full
suppor t of the Senate The administration's response to the
resolution was to send men over
to help Mr. Morono to pack.
When Dean Refrain was questioned about the decision, he
quickly responded that he had not
taken part in the decision, and
that the responsibility lies with
the administration. When Dr
Laugh·in was asked about the action, he denied any responsibility
for the decision saying that the
blame lies with the administration. Dean Grittaod Dr. Nut-shell
also denied any part in the decision. Father Barkenbite was
asked just exactly who made the
decision to phase out the coeds.
Father Barkenbite shook his
head and said that he was powerless against the administration.
When asked who the administration was he just simply pointed to
the red, white, and blue computer
terminal in the corner of his
office.
There are no immediate plans
for Murphy Hall once it is
vacated. One suggestion was
simply to demolish it, and the
demolition cost could be saved by
simply giving it to the Brotherhood of 1-Chi-Ok. But one thing
for sure is that the smiling
friendly faces of the Carroll coed
will not be here much longer, so
be nic:e to tbem now &eoUemen.
while you have the chance.

What's in store for the future or Carroll's Coeds? Let's Usten in. "Just because -I can't
attend Carroll next year doesn't mean l'm not going to get an educaUon .. I'm enrolling at
Harry's Haven for Humble Hags."

Dr. Feelgood Sounds Realgood
By Mark Toth
It's cold and flu time agam;
and though two asprins and
plenty of rest might be the best
cure, this new remedy, rock and
roll provided by Dr Feelgood, is
a good bet to get you back on your
feet and dancing in o l.iJ;n [4:.
P'eelgood Is an English
, and

Kubrick's Film An Experiment
By Jim Boehnlein
and Mary Carr

Stanley Kubrick, one of the
least prolific modern - day film
directors, yet one of the most
innovative, has once again
created an unusual and controversial £11m. "Barry Lyndon",
based on one of the least known
novels of 19th century English
writer William Thackery, depicts
the life of an Irish opportunist
trying to be accepted into the
English
aristocracy.
Unfortunately for Redmond Barry
(who later, through marriage,
becomes Barry Lyndon), his
luck, rather than his talents or inner strength, carries him to the
top of society.

ietely by candlelight? Insight is
given into the life styles of the
upper classes through use of the
ornate period costumes, realistic
settings and natural lighting. The
treatment of manners and customs is meticulous, the best
example being a classic dueling
scene between Barry and his
stepson: The scene. lasting a full
ten minutes, sustains a grating
tension in the viewer.
Even though the two lead
characterizations are relatively
superficial <which Kubrick
undoubtedly intended), Ryan
O'Neal and Marisa Berenson are
physically suitable for their
roles. The supporting actors are
formiy excellent in their characterizations. Patrick MacGee,
Marie Kean, and Murray Melvin,
as Barry's best friend, Barry's
mother and minister to Lady
Lyndon, respectively, provide a
dynamic contrast to the shallowness or Barry's personality.

Kubrick, as he did in "2001: A
Space Odyssey," has expanded
the film medium. Through stunning photography, rhythmic editing, and adapted classical music,
the director has been able to
relate a story in a manner which
is unique in the history of film ..
As a Canadian film critic exIn what other film have night pressed in his review of the film,
scenes been photographed comp- "Barry Lyndon" will separate

Annual IPT Chugger Challenge
To help celebrate St. Patrick's may begin. The first team to
weekend, the Brotherhood of Iota finish proceeds to the next
Phi Theta will sponsor its scond qualifying round.
annual beer chugging contest
prior to the Student Union Mixer,
There will be an organizational
on Friday, March 19.
and non- organizational division.
Registration for all beer chugFour members are included on ging teams will begin Monday,
each team. The first man on each March 15, and will end Friday,
team begii"L'' with a signal £tom March 19. A $2.50 entry fee £or
the judge. As soon as the first each team is to be paid upon
chugger's empty glass reaches registration. Trophies will be
the table, the second chugger awarded to the wirming team.

the film going audience into two
groups : those who have a Cixed
idea of what a film should be and
those who are willing to respond
to an esthetic experiment.

their new album, "Malpractice"
is available in the states now It
the second album by this fine
unit, but the first one is only
available on import.

is

"Malpractice" is full of good
rock and roll The members of
............. ilobra
...
bass, Big Figure on dnuns, Lee
BriJleaux on vocals, and Wilko
Johnson on guttars. Feelgood
sounds a bit like the early Stones
and vocalist BriUeaux at times
sounds like J . Giel's Peter Wolf.
The music is raw energy rock at
it's simplest There are no horns
or background harmonizing or

Summer Employment
Applications for positions as
Student Advisor in the new
Student Orientation Program
this summer are now available in
the offices of the Dean of
Students and the Assistant Dean
of Arts and Sciences.
The period of employment for
the entire program is from June 6

ssi ied

to July 18, 1976. The pay for this is
$350.00 plus room and board. The
multi-faceted experience of being
an integral part of the Orientation Team is both practical and
rewarding.
Applications will be accepted
starting Feb. 16. The deadline for
filing applications is March 22,
1976. All applicants will be
interviewed before final selection
is made.

synthesizer present. 1'he driving
force behind the band is Johnson's guitar playing, a sJap style
rhythm guitar with some nice
lead guitar licks thrown in.
The tunes that come off best
are the non-originals Lieber and

su:

. ..

~.9

aMJ"t!~;l~a......
-~_,,,~~......,--,
are perhaps the two beSt tune1 Ott

t" and "

the LP Alm06t every tune has a
basic four chord progression, yet
there is enough variation so that
no two songs really sound alike
The best origlnal tune is Wilko
Johnson's "You Shouldn't call
The Doctor". It has a nice refrain
and some Cine guitar playing.
It's good to see this band hook
up with Columbia and get their
album released here in the
states. While not a great album,
It is enjoyable and full of bouncy
tunes, which is just what the Dr.
ordered. So whether you're under
the weather or not, give "Malpractice" a listen. It'll make you
feel better fight away, and it needs no prescription!
WUJC, John Carroll Radio, wiU
be featuring a few tunes from Dr.
Feelgood's new album the next
few weekends on the progressive
rock shows.

CHEMISTRY Malon PreMeds. Financial
assistance, 4,000 plus all tuition as Gradllllle
Associate, Is available for study toward MS
and Ph. 0 . degrees ill all ereas of ct..mlstry
Write Graduate Chairman, Dept, of Chemistry, Ohio University. Athens, Ohio .c5701 .
CongratulationS! You've been
voted Load ·In Chlft by Jer Car, Ter, and
Lar.

McNeill:

To the Mysterious woman • Will yov be mv
Valentine? M.G.
Matt· Isn't II a bit early to oeclde? • Mys·

terlous Woman.

'fHE BEST IN

~femp:.>ra.-_

Enroltmenll are being accepted for April
MCAT Exam Prep Classes now forming at
the Sian ley H Kaplan Education Center.
CALL (216) 371 0035.

Frank's Boctybusting arwl Wrecking. OUr
We'll busl 11 "

Motto: "You got It

Mory : PI eM check lhe programming Of Mr,
Gunlher His beWil!Mred sludenh
Randy · the old CN office jUst Isn' t the s.me
without you Pleate stay ewoy J.K., F.8 .,
T.W., C.M., and T.M. Piette come beck •
T.L.
&ob : PINte remember, If Chlugo wins out,
What will ._.. Clo wlltl Carol? Love. &ernie.

8usta need$ three lnclltt, ,.ybe tour. IIIII
wtto's counllng?

M.ON-FRI

.NEVJ MORN IN~ H£5:

1 o~l11- r· ~
R£6. NOON 4NI) l:Vf:. Hfr.>
~:a>n- f.a?,l"']jJ
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Lytle Ends Cager Career
By Dan Fickes

CCH:ap&aia Chuck LyUe leaps for the rebound against Rlram opponent in his final home game ror the Streaks laat Saturday.

The Blue Streak cagers were
defeated by Hiram 76-75 and then
suffere<J the same fate at the
hands of Bethany, 71-69.
Despite these two narrow losses the Streaks will almost certainJy lock up third place in the
PAC if they overcome Thiel,
according to Coach Ed Janka.
"Thiel is a big one, but it's hard
to win on the road," Janka commented. "We hope to go out a
winner " So far, the team has a 76 PAC record and a 9-10 overall
record
The Streaks have lost more
close games this year than last,
but Janka doesn't know the
reason. "There's never any one
thing. We just don't take advantage of opportunities."
Bc)th coach and players agreed
that ball turnovers were instrumental in their recent losses.
"It's one of our biggest problems all season, " remarked
Janka.
Co-<:aptain Tim Cannon mentioned, "Turning the ball over in
key situations explai.n s Hiram
and Bethany. We had a great

Splashers Hopeful Toward PAC ·
By Carol Mendou

The Splashers were victorious
in their last home meet against
the swimmers of Case Western
Reserve, although they were less
successful against the strokes or
Bethany College. Both meets
provided the eager fans with outstanding performances by tbe
improving team.
...... . , lab .....
against Case, the Strea ks
brought in 10 fll'Sts, 1 second, and
5 third. places leaving a final
score of 69-43.
Swimming in the 400 yard medley relay were Nick Potonak, Jim
Smith, Bert Maxwell, and Mark
Lyden, who were timed at 4:05.8.
Potonak also came in first in the
200 yard backstroke, with a time
of 2:2.4.7, and third in the 200 yard
breaststroke at 2:49.6.
Smith finished first in the 200
yard bNl&ststroke, with a time of
2:32.5, with Maxwell also winning
firsts in both the 200 yard lndividual medley, at 2:09.5 and the
200 yard butterfly in 2:12.4.
Mike Breier led the 1000 yard
swimmers with a winning time o(
11:30.3, as he finished second in
the 500 yard freestyle at 6:03.9.
Taking first in both the 50 yard
and 100 yard freestyle was Mark
Lyden at 23.8 and 52.73 seconds.
Larry Keck placed in each ol
the events be entered, taking a
second ln both the 200 yard freestyle at 2:04.7, and the 200 yard
butterfly at 2:20.9, while he swam

. ****** Sports
MEN'S BASKETBALL Dudley
Murphy and Jim Skerl are the

third in the 500 yard freestyle at
6:C17.7. With a trlird place time of
2:46.0 was Kunath in the 200 yard
backstroke.
Winning firsts in both the 1
meter required and optional
dives was John Barroril. and was
followed by Scott Kahn, who was
third in both events.
The meet at Bethany, on the
21st was less successful for the
. . ...... they \olt. ht . . . .
decision, although there were
many fine swimmers. Coach
Zwierlein felt that this meet
would give the Streaks a chance
to experiment and gave the
splashers a chance to compete in
different events.
Mark Lyden took second place
in both the 200 and 100 yard freestyle, with new team member
Terry Wolk placing third in the 50
yard freestyle.
Taking a ft.rst in the 200 yard
butterfly and second in the 100
yard freestyle was Bert Maxwell,
followed by Breier who was third
In the 100 and first in the 200 yard
breaststroke.
Larry Keck was thlrd in both
the 200 yard butterfly and 500
yard freestyle. Potoo.ak finished
second In the 200 yard backstroke
followed by Kunath in third
place.
Finishing a surprising second
in the 200 yard breaststroke was
Smith, with L. Keck, Potonak,
Kahn, and Wolk comprising a
winning 400 yard relay team.
More impressive dives were

Shorts ******
formaoce over the past four

seasons.

leading scorers of the team.
StatistiCs show two freshman
Murphy maintains a 12.8 average Terry Schaeffer and Ramona
while Skerl follows close behind Francesconi scoring at 21.7 and
with 12.1 points per game.
16.0 points per game.
Saul Cyvas leads the Streaks in
After them, comes Karen
rebounds averaging 9.9 rebounds McDonneU with a 6.5 ppg. averper game.
age, Sue Leopold with a 5.4 ppg.,
In the game against Washing- and Lori Shadley with 3.4 ppg.
ton and Jefferson, Mike Englhb
Very surprisina is one statistic
sank five buckets in a row within on Anne l.lnclenberger. Although
three minutes - a re(:ord for the <;he has played in all tel games to
season.
cia~. and has been charged with
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL · 1 I fouls. 11he has yet to score a
Durlng the halftime Intermission single polnl all year long.
or the men's basketball game
There is a good possibility,
with Hiram. g1rls' basketball
team Captain, Ue\'. Wilkins, was however, that the first will come
honored with flowers for her per- against\Xavier this evening.

exhibited by John Barrord,
taking first in the optional dives
and second place in the required.
Kahn took third place in both
eveqts.
Aiding both the swimmers and
Coach Ron Zwierlein in the first
season were managers Eric
Walker and Maureen Heben.
Announcing events and results
were Dave Benacci and Dennis
S.Wiier, with limen

opportunity to beat the Conference champ. It's pretty
disappointing, because we know
we're as good as they are."
"We played as hard as we
could and it just didn' t happen.
There's no reason we should've
lost to Bethany," feels guard Ken
Rehmer.
The cagers earned a .469 fieJd
goal percentage, while Hiram
finished with a .329. The Streaks
totaled .470 against Bethany.
Bethany marking .460.
Saul Cyvas was the top rebounder in both games, and has
an excellent chance of leading
the league. Tim Cannon shot for a
game high 30 points against Hiram. Chuck LyUe scored 18
points against Bethany, also a
game high.
Lytle, the only senior on the
team, is among the top two shooters, compiling a .548 percentage
in fieJd goals made. This combination center and forward is in
his fourth year on the team and
will receive his third varsity letter at year's end.
"I had no intention of going out
for the basketball team," recalls
Lytle. "I came here for foot·
ball.'"
Despite this, LyUe played no
football. Ken Esper, the former
basketball coach, contacted him
his second freshman semester

and LyUe has been a eager since
then
"Ever since I was in the sixth
grade I've played basketball,"
said Lytle.
He engaged in both basketball
a nd football while attending
Lewiston Porter High School in
Lewiston, N.Y .
Lytle commented, " I've enJOYed basketball It's kept me
busy. I like the game and I like
the competition "
Last semester Lytle was injured in the Blue Streak Classic and
was operated on over Christmas
vacation He did not play in three
games and missed practices. Because of this he said, "It's taken
me almost the whole season to
get back to where I was."
Lytle feels the team has improved every year and says this
year's team is the best he has
been on.
"They've got unlimited potential. It's just if they can get it all
together. There's a good JV
team, too."
"The hardest thing about playing has been coming back from
vacations. We have to come back
early. I've done it for four years
now."
LyUe is a sociology major and
hopes to teach. He is currently
student teaching at Gilmour Academy and at Glen Oaks sChool.

iac1udiaa

Mary Ann Back, Debbie Beck,
Kathie O'Toole, Cheryl Dunning,
Sheila Hill, and Kathy Monaghan.
Mrs. Cindy Zwierlein, wife of
the coach, was the official time
keeP.ef:, while daughter Heidi
heaCled the pre-meet socializing.
Running the electric score board
was Bill Rainsberger.
Helping to keep up the spirit of
the team were co-eaptains Larry
Keck, the official cheerleader
and party host; Mike Breier, in
charge of keeping the girls in
their places; and Bert Maxwell,
who was wet first at every practice.
The Streaks are preparing for
the PACs at Washington and
Jefferson on March 4, 5, and 6.
Coach Zwierlein is optimistic and
feels that the splashers will rank
in the top four of the Conference.

Diver John Barrord exhibited nne style In lhe CWRU swim meet,
where he took two first places, both in the required and optional 1
me~r diving.

Harriers Set Pace for Spring
By Len Johnson
and
Steve Craig
This year's track team, the '76
Streaks, have already began
their drive toward ultimate victory in May. Their latest tune-up
came against Slippery Rock College this past Saturday.
The runners looked swift and
strong as they turned in excellent
per(ormances in the early season
competition.
A prime example was Tim
Manning, who, taking a bet made
with a friend the previous night,
broke both the mile and 880 records to collect his iU gotten
gains. Tim ran 4:28.5 and 2:00.9
to set the new marks.
Another record setter was first
year man John Kessinger, whose
4:30.5 clocking in the mile gave
him the freshman standard. John

might have gotten the frosh 880
record also, were it not for the
fact that be went into shock
following the quote, "fastest time
I've ever run in my life."
The 65 yard high hurdles
featured Peter "Rabbit" Sch~
midt, who took second place by a
hare in 8.5 :.econds.
Our sprinting contingent of
David Jones, Charles and Tyrone
McBee took second, third, and
fourth places respectively in the
60 yard dash. David ran 6.6 while
Tyrone and Charles turned in 6.7.
"Superstar" David Jones, in
training for his upcoming title
bout with Muhammed Ali <why
not?), returned to win the 300
yard dash in 33.4, followed home
by Keith Mitchell and Andy
Krenger.
Not to be outdone, Tyrone
McBee matched David's performance by winning the 440 in
55.2. Joe DeRosa brought home a

secood place in the 600 as be
burned a 1:18.2. for that distance.
The Streaks' man in the 1,000,
yard was Glenn Meden, whose
2:26.8 was good for fourth place.
However, in deference to the record held by Manning, Glenn was
nice enough not to try too hard.
In the two mile, Greg Louis
loped to a steady 9:52.5, nailing
down fourth place. Mark Bernard
also checked in with a fine
10:04.6. The mile relay combo of
DeRosa, Lasky, T. McBee, and
Meden cruised through a 3:.W.4,
quite respectable for this lime of
the year.
Rounding out the days' events
was Jon Grosse who tossed the
shot 'n' 5~>4" along with John
Bundra who threw 36'6". Last,
but not least, our hats are off to
the runner who had the best as
well as the least time of anyone
on Saturday. Right on, Joe Sullivan!

Host Undefeated Xavier Tonight

Girls Uphold Winning Streak
By Joe DzuriUa
The Women's Varsity Basketball team takes their three game
winning streak against the undefeated cagers of Xavier University at 5:00 p.m this evening in
the gym.~
After losing to Cleveland State
University, they have defeated
three teams: Hiram, Notre
Dame College, and Oberlin.
Against Hiram, they were led
by Terry Schaeffer's 29 points
and Ramona Francesconi's 23 to
defeat the Terriers, 72-53.
Last Saturday, they blitzed
Notre Dame College in the first
half 44-18 and then continued to a
SG-43 rout for the team that defeated the Streaks by one point
last year.
Four Streaks managed to hit in
double figures : Francesconi with
17 points, Karen McDonnell with
16, and Sue Leopold and Schaeffer with 13.
Monday night, Oberlin proved
to be a formidable foe for the first
half of play.
"Wbat you saw tonight, was
indicative of our play all year
long," lamented Oberlin's coach,
"We just have not been able to
put together two good halves into
one complete game."

High-scoring Ramona FranAlso m the second haJf, John
cesconi ran into foul trouble early Ambrosic received a little lesson
in the first half with three quick that in another game could have
fouls before she was able to put been costly. when two substitutes
the ball through the hoop, retired did not report to either of the rethe rest of the half to the bench. ferees although they reported to
However, the girls picked up the scorer. which resulted in two
for her loss and erased a 16-10 de- technicals agaimt JCU.
ficit entering the lockerroom at
"There have been a few inhalftime with a narrow 34-28 stances this year when J did not
lead
know the technical rules",
Ramona said afterwar51, " I said Ambrosic "but it hasn' t
was JUSt a little sloppy."
burl us so far. We have been
The second half saw Schaeffer ..ahead or behind by a lot when
with 12 points and Karen MeDon- they have hit."
nell with 6 giving them 29 and 14
·This evening's matchup is
points for the game respectively against the girls of Xavier
as the Streaks went on to register University who visit with a 1().()
the 64-SO victory.
mark. The Streaks possess a 7·3
At one point in the second haJf, mark on the season.
the Streaks led by 19 and Coach
Coming into this game, the
Ambrosic attributed it to the Streaks now claim a healthy
girls' motivation.
squad with the return to the
"We hustled well tonight caus- lineup of Sue Leopold, and two
ing a lot of turnovers. The press freshman
worked very well for us and we trom Independence and Ramona
broke theirs," claimed Am- Francesconi from Akron, and
brosic.
hope for an 8-3 mark by Saturday
"I helped bring the ball up the morn.
floor to help beat their press,"
They also claim some comsaid Schaeffer of ber per- posure concerning this game,
formance arter Ramona's possibly their biggest of the year.
departure in the first half, " but
"All I know is that they are toas for scoring, that's just the way 0. So far, we don't plan on anythings turned out."
thing different," stated Ramona.

Terry Schaeffer Ups the jump hall to her teammate, outjumplng
her Hiram opponent. photo by Loren O' Am<!rt

Weir, Hawald Lead Grapp lers
to
PAC
Title
up
By David Jones Dl

Among the Blue Streaks' elite
core of wrestlers, there are two
individuals who are instrumental
in the questlor. a seco.od Natinna I
Division Ill Cbampioosbip.
Jim Weir, the only Wtdefeated
grappler on the squad, and a two
time NCIT Champion, has a
record of 17-0.
The twenty year old sophomore
states that he was a mediocre
wrestler at Cleveland Heights
High School. Last year Weir
wrestled behind AI Hess, a for·
mer Blue and Gold Grappler.

'

Weir also thinks very highly of
Coach DeCarlo. "He is someone
you want to work for," replied
Weir.
A two time NCIT Champion,
winoec .of.
individual J>AC.
titles and a Division
NatlaDal
Champion, 134 pound Mark
Hawald supplies a solid foundation for the Blue Streaks. The
twEm~1-or1e year old junior, who
for

m

years, was the 1972 Class AA Ohio
State Champion at 126 lbs., at
Beachwood High School, and currenUy has a record of 15-2.
Hawald, a business mangement Delrw
ma,lor plans
....
lit to et a Masministration after graduation. "I
devoted a lot of time to athletics,
but after the season I want to
concentrate more on academics
and my career

men
Hawald
As the team captain, Hawald
feels that there is a lot of spirit on
the team and everyone is friends,
both on and off the mat.
"Wrestline under Coach

~-......,.

class. He has met with the
number 1, 2, and 3, 142 lb.:
wrestlers In the nation and has
tied one, lost one, and defe-ated
one. "This performance is really
considering this \s a
_excellent
_ ...,..,..,..._

of motivation and determlnalion," added Hawald.
Coach DeCarlo considers both
Hawald has an excellent win- Weir and Hawald outstanding
loss record, considering that he wrestlers. "We have one of tbe
has competed out of his
toughest Division nt schedules In
the country, and just to have
completed this is outstanding "
This past weekend the Blue
Streaks lost to LeHigh, one of the
top wrestling teams in the Na·
lion. 32-12. Jack Muhall and .Jim
Weir brought home victories,
while Mark Hawald tied Mike
Frick, the number one ranked 134
lb. wrestler In the nation. Four
days prior to the LeHigh match,
the Streaks defeated Notre Dame
24-11, for the second time this
ye-ar.

"Al was a big factor in my
success. I also did a lot of summer wrestling to improve my
performance," stated Weir. A
mana~ement maior. Weir plans
to stay in the Cleveland area
after he graduates, but is undecided in his career goals.
Weir feels that be knows no
other team to compare with the
Streaks as far as getting along
with each other. "As hard and
demanding as the sport is."
stated Weir, "these guys make it
lot more leasant."

The Blue Streaks will be
competing for their tenth PAC
.... Championship tonight and
tomorrow at Washington and
Jefferson.

JV's Close Winning Season
CN Sports Editor

point average, which he has
maintained for the last six
games.

Despite their setback at the
hands of Baldwin - Wllllace Tuesday night, the JV basketball
team takes a 8-3 record into
tomorrow's game against Thiel.

Forward Tom Sycowny was the
next highest scorer, with 14
points, followed close behind by
guard Jim Schaeffer with 11.

By Terri Wardelner

The previous losses were a one
point loss to Lakeland and a 16
point loss to Allegheny, both of
which they managed to turn
around later in the season.

Andy Kracowiak breaks through the 8-W defense ,&o chalk up
another 2 points to add to his 38 point game total last Tuesday.

Against B-W, they never were
able to completely erase a 14
point deficit and fell 83-79. Andy
Kracowiak had a fine overall
performance. totalling 38 points.
This was 17 points above his 21.0

Commenting on the overall
performance of the team this
year, J.anka states, "The JV's
have had a good season, and
seem to have acquired the
cohesiveness Jacking earlier We
get good play out of our freshman
Jim Schaeffer and Larry Werbach. They usually can be
counted on to hit about 11 to 12
points per game.''
Andy Kracowiak, a junior

transfer student," Janka continues, "is playing with the JV's
until he is eligible for varsity next
year. Andy leads the team in
socring and will help fiU the void
left by Lytle."
Forwards Dave Kemme, a
sophomore transfer student, and
Tom Scycowny, a freshman
transfer student, roWtd out the
squad's starting llne-up.
According to team member
Mike Kelly, "It's been a pretty
good year so far. It's really been
a team effort, though Andy has
helped quite a bit. We have an experienced squad. and this will
benefit us next year."
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AAUW Offers Fellowships
To Graduating Females
By Lurlena Pieters
Female graduating students,
regardless of age, place of
research or field of study (except
the creative or performing arts>,
can become eligible for fellowships to pursue graduate studies
through membership in fhe
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
UN IVERS IT Y
W 0 MEN
CAAUW), a nationwide and international organization of
women graduates.
M e m b e r s h i p i n c 1u d e s
graduates of regionally accredited U.S. colleges and Unversities,
as well as alumnae of foreiJ{n
institutions recognized by the
international Federation of
University Women.

REl.KIXE?
Maybe they're naturally inustriou~, inventive or frontierriented.
But 11aturally religious? No.
• 85 million Americans have
no expreSSed faith. M-illions more
don't practice the faith they profess. Millions more, every year,
drift away from faith altogether.
If you believe in the power
of the Gospel of Jesus and thinl<
His Gospel stiJI has something to
offer America, then maybe you
should investigate the Paulist
way of life.
The Paulists are a small community of Catholic priests who
have been bringing the Gospel
of Jesus to the American People
in innovative ways for over 100
years.
We do this everyday through
t:1e communication arts- books,
publications, television and radio
- on college campuses, in parishes, in missions in t"le U.S., in
downtown centerl', in working
with young and old.
We don't believe in sitting
back. Do you?

THE

LSlS

The purpose of the Association,
as stated in the original charter
of 1882, is " uniting the alumnae of
different institutions for practical-educational work ... and in
general for the maintenance of
high standards of education."
Tbesupportofsome160 fellowships each year is one of the most
important ways in which the
AAUW promotes its purpose.
Awards are made both to American women and to women in
many other countries around the
world.
Because American women
generally find difficulty in obtaining financial assistance for
the writing of doctoral dissertations and post · doctoral research, the AAUW places particular emphasis on these stages
of educational pursuit.
Awards are also made to
women of other countries in
cases of outstanding ability. so
that they are better able to give
''constructive leadership" upon
their return to their home
countries.
shortage of teachers in Africa,
Latin America and Asia, special
attention is given to applicants
from these areas. Each summer.
a program for African teachers is
conducted by AAUW in cooperation with the United States
department of State.

There are several AAUW
branches in the U.S. which represent the basic local units of the
Association.
However, membership · at ·
large is also available to those
who cannot join a branch. Such
membership helps keep graduates abreast of current matters
through Association publications,
and provides an opportunity for
them to support programs.
It also opens participation in
membership services like insurance, travel and book discounts.
Members - at - large may attend nation · wide conventions
and are cQ.nsidered members of
the International Federation of
University 'Nomen <IFUW).
Many of the resolutions
adopted at the Association's
convention focal on "vital contemporary issues." They cover
federal budget priorities, land
use policies, the energy crisis,
educational programs and public
broadcasting.
John Carroll students eligible
for membership can contact Ms.
Lillian Tomey, Staff Assistant in
the Pr.esident's office. Ms.
Tomey is the Corporate Representativeofthe Cleveland branch
of the AAUW. She is also the only
John Carroll representative at
her branch of the Association.

1 lE l

RCH}

Singers, muslc~ns, dancers, technicians, magicians, banJo players,
..crobats, pianists, puppetHTS, no.,elty acts ... It r.tc.. alllclnds of talant
to enterhll n Cedar Point's 2,500,000 summer guests, and the sNrch Is on.
so, cltect u.. audition Kll-'ule, polish up your act and come ahow ua yout
talent. hePrnlctartt, come tor an tntentew with CfJdsr Potnt'lr-l~ft'!hrntr.

Open only to registered college students and graduating high school seniors.
AUDITION AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Pittsburgh, Pa. -Frl., Feb. 27, 1978 Indianapolis, Ind.-Tues., Mar. 2, 1978
Stouffer's Indianapolis Inn
William Penn Hotel
Mellon Square
2820 North Merldan
Tech Interviews 4;00 Auditions 5:00 Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00
Cincinnati, 0.-Sun., Feb. 29, 1978
Stouffer's Cincinnati Inn
•
150W. 5th Street
Tech Interviews 3:00 Auditions 4:00

Detroit, Mich.-Thu,.., Mar. 4, 1978
Sheraton-Souttlfleld Hotel
17017 West Nine Mile Road at 1-696
Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00

Louisville, Ky.-Mon., Mar. 1, 1976
Sheraton Inn-Louisville East
1-64 at Hurstbourne Lane

~atf?ick? J

PIZZA

and
SPAGHETTI HOUSE
i
5711 Mayf1eid Road
Mayfield Hts.

Mail to:
Re".Fmnk DeSiano,C.S.P..
Room A 207
PAULlST FATHERS
415 West 59th Stteet

II

Cedar & Green
South Euclid

New York, N.Y. 10019

Name __________________

DISCOUNT FOR ALL JCU
I OOL
10 STUDENTS, FACULTY , & STAFF

Ad~e~------------------

City---

-----

State _______

z;_. ___

College

attendini----------

Class of - -- - . , . - - - - - - -

.•

421 2900
:?450. Fai r mont Blvd.
Cedar F<urmont

321·2977
1838 Cowentry
Cleveland Hts.

621·4546
1250 Superior Ave.
Park Centre

-

'14 -

phOto by Garcia

Little sisters enjoy Saturday night movies in the Purple
Lounge.

Little Sister Weekend
livens Murphy Hall
By Patrice Aylward

Murphy Hall was invaded by
the pitter - patter of little feet
this past weekend, as the first annual Murphy Hall Little Sister
Weekend was held.
It was quite a success, with
nearly 150 Little sisters participating in varied activities.
Events included an ice cream
social on Friday night; and for
the older little sisters, the mixer
was a hit. Fun continued with
swimming on Saturday afternoon, an ice skating party and

movies on Saturday night. A Sunday morning mass celebrated by
Fr. Henry Birkenhauer and
followeq by hot chocolate and
doughnuts concluded the weekend.
The sight of little bodies hurling through the halls (so what's a
few clean clothes on the stairs? ),
playing hide-and-seek in the
lavatories livened up the weekend for all the Murphy Hall residents. For a few hours babysitting on Saturday night, it was
well worth it.

Seismology Department
Aids in Quake Research
By Larry Weakland
An either unknown or forgotten
aspect of John carroll is the Seismology Department, beaded by
Dr. Edward J. Walters and
located in the basement of the
science building. Walters recently revealed some facts on the
seismology department here at
Carroll, on the Guatemalan
quake, and on seismology in

general.
The seismograph here at JCU
is the only one in the Cleveland
area. It is as advanced technologically as any other in the world.
The seismograph in the science
building is actually eight different seisln~apbs, eacb w~
in conjunctiorrw1th tbe others to
determine where a quake is
occuring.
Daily recordings are made of
earthquake activity in the world,
and Walters annually sends this
information to the National
Earthquake Center in Boulder,
Colorado and the International
Seismology Center in Scotland.
These daily reports aid in research carried on at these earthquake - information centers.
A seismograph measures the
energy release of an earthquake
in terms of Richter magnitude.
Theoretically, there is no Jimit to
the measure by the Richter scale,
but in reality nothing higher than
an 8.3 has ever been recorded.
The Guatemalan quake registered 7 .o on the Richter here as
well as on seismographs the
world over.
There was no way the
Guatemalan quake could have
been foreseen, yet Walters does
point out that perhaps in teo to
twenty years it will be possible to
predict the occurrence of an
earthquake. As of right now, the
technique for predicting an
earthquake has not been adequately developed. Secondly,
hundreds of seismographs are
needed in an area in order to predict an earthquake; for example,
hundreds are located in california where the lethal San Andreas fault lies.
As to the possibilities of future
quakes in Guatemala, Walters
notes that there will definitely be
more in the months ahead.
However, as time passes. there
will be less and less quakes, and
each will be progressively less
intense. However> the natives
residing in Guatemala are not
aware that the shocks they now
feel are and will be much less in·
tense than the one which hit 7.0 on
the Richter .

